The GBV Prevention
Network is calling for

Sisters!
To be Part of an Exciting
Connection Journey as they
Navigate Violence Against
Women Work

Have you considered enriching your skills to prevent
violence against women? Would you like an opportunity to meet
and connect with a Sister in the GBV Prevention Network?
The GBV Prevention Network is looking for Sisters who wish to
deeply connect with another Sister as they enhance their
knowledge, skills and passion around violence against women
work. If you are this Sister, this call is for you!

Who can apply?

What is the

Sister to Sister
Initiative?

Sister to Sister is a 6 months relationship-building programme that allows
individual members of the GBV Prevention Network to connect, share
experiences and unpack violence against women concepts with another
Sister across Africa. GBV Prevention Network members from different
countries are matched to build relationships that inspire individual and
collective activism for violence against women prevention and response.
Adapted from Get Moving! , the Sister-to-Sister programme impacts on the
participant’s analysis of power, their relationships, leadership with values in
their activism and championing women’s strength in movement building.

Why

Sister
Sister?
to

We are gifted to have work that enables us to leave a
positive mark on the world. Sister to Sister’s exploration of
violence against women work enhances and strengthens not
only who we are on the job, but also who we are at home, in
the community, and in our spirit.

You can apply now if you are a female member of the GBV
Prevention Network, are committed to the whole Sister to
Sister journey, interested in deeply connecting with a Sister
in the Network from another country and have aspirations of
enhancing your knowledge on violence against women.

How can I be part of the

Sister to Sister
Initiative?

To participate please complete the
application form found here. Send
your complete application form to
info@preventgbvafrica.org by
March 11th, 2017.
@GBVnet
The GBV Prevention Network
www.preventgbvafrica.org

